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Gov. Andrew Cuomo has littered his proposed 2019 New York State Budget with divisive social-

issue legislation. That legislation includes an abortion pill insurance mandate, an Equal Rights 

Amendment that could create unanticipated negative consequences, a statute of limitations bill that 

would open the door to a barrage of frivolous lawsuits, and late-term abortion expansion. In addition 

to being unnecessary and ill-advised, Gov. Cuomo’s social-issue proposals have something else in 

common: They have little or no budgetary impact. New Yorkers for Constitutional Freedoms calls 

upon Members of the New York State Legislature to leave these four divisive social issues out of the 

2019 budget. 

DIVISIVE SOCIAL ISSUE NO. 1: ABORTION PILL INSURANCE MANDATE (A.K.A. COMPREHENSIVE 

CONTRACEPTION COVERAGE ACT) (BILL S.7511-A-BUDGET/A.9511-A-BUDGET, PART A) 

New Yorkers for Constitutional Freedoms does not oppose contraception. However, Part A of Bill 

S.7511-A-Budget/A.9511-A-Budget (the so-called “Comprehensive Contraception Coverage Act”) is 

about much more than contraception. Part A contains an abortion pill insurance mandate that would 

require all group insurance policies issued or renewed after January 1, 2019 to cover misleadingly-

named “emergency contraception” drugs—which can act as abortifacients—without restrictions, 

copays, or cost sharing. It is tragic and disturbing that abortion-causing drugs have been made 

widely available; expanding insurance coverage for them would be deeply objectionable. 

Furthermore, Part A fails to exempt faith-based charities from the requirement of covering abortion-

causing drugs. Thus, the legislation would unacceptably infringe upon religious liberty. 

DIVISIVE SOCIAL ISSUE NO. 2: EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT (FREESTANDING ARTICLE VII BILL 

PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 11 OF ARTICLE 1 OF THE CONSTITUTION, IN RELATION 

TO EQUAL PROTECTION OF LAWS)1 

Gov. Cuomo’s proposed Equal Rights Amendment provides that “no person shall…be subjected to 

any discrimination in his or her civil rights by any other person or by any firm, corporation, or  

                                                             
1  See https://www.budget.ny.gov/pubs/archive/fy19/exec/fy19artVIIs/ASCR.pdf, last accessed March 17, 2018. 
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institution, or by the state or any agency or subdivision of the state” based upon sex.  On its face, this 

language seems innocuous. However, there is a strong possibility that courts would interpret the 

ERA to guarantee fundamental “rights” to taxpayer-funded elective abortions and “transgender” 

access to oppose-sex facilities. While NYCF supports equal rights for women, the possibility of the 

ERA being interpreted in this manner renders it unacceptable in its current form. 

DIVISIVE SOCIAL ISSUE NO. 3: LAWSUIT BONANZA (A.K.A. CHILD VICTIMS ACT) (BILL S.7505-

A-BUDGET/A.9505-A-BUDGET, PART P) 

NYCF opposes the Child Victims Act because it creates an incentive for the filing of baseless lawsuits. 

Specifically, the Governor’s version of the Child Victims Act contains a one-year “lookback” provision 

that would subject churches and nonprofit organizations to liability for previously-expired claims 

based upon the alleged misdeeds of their agents or employees. The Governor’s proposal also sets a 

50-year civil statute of limitations for civil claims arising from future acts of child sexual abuse. 

These provisions place potential defendants in the unfair position of facing lawsuits based on alleged 

events that occurred decades ago; the passage of time would make it difficult or impossible for these 

defendants to gather evidence and defeat false allegations. Justice requires that appropriate civil 

damages be available to survivors of heinous crimes like child sexual abuse, but opening the door to 

a potential barrage of false claims is not justice. 

Rather than using the budget process to unleash a lawsuit bonanza, the Legislature should pass the 

Child Protection Act (CPA) (Bill S.5660-A-Lanza/A.7302-A-Cusick) as stand-alone legislation. The 

CPA would abolish the criminal statute of limitations regarding sex crimes against children. 

Furthermore, the CPA would extend the statute of limitations for civil claims arising out of future 

sex crimes against children; under the CPA, child victims could sue for money damages at any time 

prior to reaching the age of 28. The CPA is a laudable effort to protect children from abuse, to ensure 

that perpetrators are brought to justice, and to provide compensation to persons who have been 

subjected to these appalling crimes. 

DIVISIVE SOCIAL ISSUE NO. 4: LATE-TERM ABORTION EXPANSION (BILL S.7511-A-

BUDGET/A.9511-A-BUDGET, PART B)  

Gov. Cuomo has made no secret of his desire to pass late-term abortion expansion legislation. This 

year, the Governor has included such legislation in his budget proposal. Part B of Bill S.7511-A-

Budget/A.9511-A-Budget, which draws heavily from the proposed Reproductive Health Act (RHA), 

would expand abortion access by repealing Penal Law § 125.05(3), which (a) requires that abortions 

be performed by licensed physicians; and (b) bans third-trimester abortions except when necessary 

to save the life of a pregnant mother. In addition, the Governor’s proposal—like the RHA—would 

eliminate an existing statute (Public Health Law § 4164) requiring that a viable infant born alive 

following an attempted late-term abortion “be accorded immediate legal protection under the laws 

of the state of New York…” Gov. Cuomo’s late-term abortion expansion proposal bears no relevance 

whatsoever to the New York State Budget and has repeatedly failed to pass as a stand-alone bill due 

to its destructive content.  

NYCF calls upon Members of the New York State Legislature to insist upon a 2019 New York 

State Budget that is free from these four divisive social-issue proposals. 


